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Abstract: This chapter examines various ways in which morphology has been implicated in studies of comparative
syntax. A major theme in the discussion is how different theories define morphology, and how such definitions
relate to research in morphological theory. The paper is organized around three large questions. The first concerns
what it might mean to reduce syntactic variation to morphology or to the lexicon. Well-known approaches that are
regarded as doing this have relatively little to do with morphology as understood in morphological theory; at the
same time, one of these likes of research provides a plausible way of encoding variation in the features of syntactic
terminals. A second question concerns what syntactic approaches to morphology like Distributed Morphology
add to the study of universals and variation. I examine these questions with a focus on the PF (Phonological Form)
interface, which plays a prominent role in this type of theory. A key theme is that there are possible universals
in this part of the grammar, but care must be taken to seek them at an appropriate level of abstraction. Finally, I
examine an alternative conception of PF that arises in certain Minimalist discussions. According to this view, the
need to have syntactic structures connect with language-external systems– what is referred to as externalization–
is responsible for apparent syntactic variation. If this conjecture were correct, much of what has previously been
analyzed as part of the syntax is actually part of the PF component. However, it remains to be seen how it can be
investigated empirically.
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1 Introduction

There are at least two reasons to consider morphology in an overview of comparative syntax.
One is a matter of principle: a great deal of what is investigated in syntactic theory could be properly

classified as morphosyntax (e.g. agreement- and case-related phenomena); this means that some of the
concerns of syntax and morphology overlap (or are the same). Further developments in morphological
theory produce additional connections that go beyond morphosyntax in this narrow sense. In particular,
the move towards syntactic approaches to morphology– and especially those that attribute an important
role to the interface of syntax with form, i.e. PF– leads to a further set of questions about how languages
vary in this part of the grammar.

A second way of connecting morphology with comparative syntax implicates particular lines of
theoretical practice. There are research programs that try to minimize or eliminate apparent syntactic
variation by reducing it to morphology, or the lexicon, or the PF interface. An important goal of this
paper is to articulate what these reductions amount to, and to ask how they relate to contemporary
conceptions of morphological theory. Part of this project involves making core claims precise: which is
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to say, identifying the roles different theories attribute to morphology and to PF in accounting for cross-
linguistic variation. Another part involves bringing these proposals into contact with specific research
questions by focusing attention on empirical considerations; a necessity when dealing with often quite
idealized conceptions of how languages might vary.

As a precursor for the discussion to come, some comments are in order concerning what is to be
understood by comparative syntax and morphology.

I take comparative syntax to be a line of research asking what is universal in the syntactic grammar
of human language, and what is responsible for the prima facie ways in which languages differ: in terms
of e.g. word order, which elements move where (and under what circumstances), what types of elements
remain unpronounced, and so on; Chapter 2 of this book provides an overview. An important question
in the discussion to come is what it might mean to say that languages are syntactically the same. This
requires some attention because different theories make widely divergent claims about what is (“core")
syntax and what is not, with clear consequences for how variation is to be approached and understood.

Under morphological theory, I have in mind research directed at phenomena that sometimes fall
under the traditional domain of morphology, and sometimes do not. At an abstract level, the questions
to be answered are how morphemes are represented, how they are combined into complex objects, and
how these objects are interpreted at the form and meaning interfaces. In the discussion to come there are
two main morphological foci. The first of these is the theory of morphemes, understanding these to be
syntactic terminals. The second concerns the nature of Phonological Form (PF), which plays a special
role in contemporary theories of morphology. Each of these have been linked to syntactic variation, and
my goal here is to explain how.

The three main sections of the paper concentrate on the following questions:

(Q1) What does it mean to say that syntactic variation is morphological or lexical? Prominent proposals
from Borer (1984) and Chomsky (1993) are typically interpreted as reducing syntactic variation
to morphology or the lexicon. The goal of §2 is to examine what these reductions mean; both on
their own terms, and from the perspective of morphological theory.

(Q2) What do current syntactic theories of morphology say about what might be universal, and what
might be variable? §3 outlines a syntactic approach to morphology, and highlights the role that PF
plays in such a theory. This focus leads to a general discussion of locality conditions in syntax and
PF, and how they might apply universally in morphology. A key theme in this discussion concerns
how universals in the interface of syntax and form might manifest themselves; given the obvious
and substantial ways in which languages appear to vary in this regard, potential universals must
be relatively abstract.

(Q3) Is it possible to treat all apparently syntactic variation as part of PF? The focus on PF in §3
provides a transition to §4, where I examine another line of work that implicates this part of the
grammar. The relevant proposals, which arise within certain varieties of Minimalism, concern
what is referred to as externalization (e.g. Chomsky 2011). The core idea is that cross-linguistic
variation is found because of the need to connect the narrow syntax to language-external sensori-
motor systems. A major theme in this discussion is what it might mean for the grammar to contain
two displacement systems– one the narrow syntax, and the other part of PF– and how to develop
this idea as an empirical claim.

Taken together, these questions implicate a tension between what certain syntactic theories say
about morphology and variability, and what at least one morphological theory itself says. One my goals
throughout the paper is therefore to clarify how different proposals addressing syntactic variation come
into contact with the primary concerns of morphological theory.
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2 Reducing variation to the Lexicon/morphology

In this section I will examine the idea that syntactic variation can be reduced to the lexicon or mor-
phology: proposals typically associated with Borer (1984) and Chomsky (1993) respectively. These
approaches share the intuition that syntactic variation should be encoded in a same part of the grammar
responsible for representing other language-specific information. Some care must be taken to identify
precisely what it means to call these proposals lexical or morphological. It turns out that connections
with morphology in particular are tenuous. As will be reviewed below, Borer (1984) does not locate
variation in the lexicon, but in rules that can in principle apply either in the lexicon or at any level of
syntactic representation. Chomsky (1993), on the other hand, talks about situating variation in the mor-
phology, but implements a system in which the key work is done by the features borne by syntactic
terminals. Crucially, neither of these approaches winds up having direct implications for the theory of
form, as will be seen below.

2.1 What is the Lexicon?
As a starting point, some clarifications are required concerning what it means to be lexical (and how the
lexicon relates to morphology). The terms lexical etc. are used in so many distinct ways that it is crucial
to define precisely what they refer to in a particular context (see e.g. Aronoff 1994, Embick 2015).

Some of the intuitions about what it means to be lexical are relatively simple, and have a long
history. One such conception is expressed in Bloomfield (1933), where the lexicon is the repository (=a
list) of all that is irregular. When a Lexicon (in a technical sense, hence capitalized) is incorporated
in into generative grammar in the 1960s, it is connected with Bloomfield’s list (Chomsky 1965:87).
But this Lexicon also performs other functions. Beyond listing irregularities, it offers ways of analyzing
relations among lexical categories (like how the verb destroy relates to the noun destruction) that were
not available in preceding theories; this is the main topic of Chomsky (1970) (for review see Embick
2021). In summary form, a Lexicon of this type does at least two things: it (i) contains words (and lexical
rules that relate them) and (ii) encodes all of the irregularities in the language as well.

The and is stressed immediately above because the conjuncts define two independent functions, and
the idea that the grammar contains a Lexicon that handles them both is a hypothesis– one version of
what is called the Lexicalist Hypothesis. This hypothesis has important consequences for morphological
theory. In theories that adopt it in a strong form, all morphology takes place in the Lexicon.1

The key question for this review is why the Lexicon– where (by hypothesis) words are represented–
should suggest itself as a natural place to encode syntactic variation. The arguments that Borer (1984)
and Chomsky (1993) advance on this point are based on what is assumed to be a shared property, and
then a reduction. The reasoning goes like this: since form/meaning relations in words (and morphemes)
are clearly variable across languages, and thus have to be learned, why not represent the ways in which
languages differ syntactically in the same part of the grammar?

Whether this argument feels “conceptually sound” or not depends on a number of factors that could
be debated ad nauseam without (in my view) producing any clear conclusions. What is important for
present purposes is understanding how it might be implemented. As a basis for this discussion, it is
necessary to look further at the distinct functions that are attributed to the 1980s Lexicon (the time of
Government and Binding theory; Chomsky 1981 and related work). The two functions identified above
as (i-ii) are given as (L1) and (L2). To these I have added a third (L3), which specifies how the words in
the lexicon relate to the syntax; this will play a special role in the discussion to come.

(L1) The Lexicon defines a domain that is distinct from the syntax: it is where words are derived and
1See Carstairs-McCarthy (1992) for a useful review of alternative Lexicalist perspectives.
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represented (and thus where morphology happens).

(L2) The Lexicon is where unpredictable form/meaning relations are represented.

(L3) The elements in the Lexicon function as the terminals of the syntax.

The L’s are separated because while all grammatical theories of the relevant type need to do the things
that they specify, there are different ways in which this can be done architecturally. When they are
viewed as independent, the links between the encoding of variation and large parts of what falls under
morphology are relatively indirect; this will be a main theme of the next section.

2.2 On to syntactic variation
As noted earlier, the idea that syntactic variation can be reduced to the lexicon or morphology emerges
from work by Borer (1984) and Chomsky (1993). Although sometimes spoken of together (as the Borer-
Chomsky Conjecture, see e.g. Baker 2008), some care must be taken to understand what their proposed
reductions amount to. On the one hand, they share the intuition outlined above, viz. that syntactic varia-
tion should be encoded in a way that is similar to the encoding of other information that must be learned.
On the other hand, though, their proposals for how to do this are rather distinct. Borer argues that vari-
ation results from rules of a type that may differ from language to language. Chomsky (1993), on the
other hand, provides a way of encoding variation in terms of (L3). In this approach, all languages have
the same rule system: this is effectively the opposite of what Borer proposes. I will look at each approach
in turn.

Borer (1984) Borer develops a theory of the restrictions on possible parametric variation. While of-
ten cited as doing this by limiting variation to the lexicon, this is not in fact how her system works.
She briefly considers this purely lexical approach (“...the strongest claim...that there are no language-
particular choices with respect to the realization of universal processes and principles” 1984:2), but
rejects it as unworkable. Instead, variation is confined to what are called inflectional rules. Their desig-
nation suggests a connection with (part of) morphology. In fact, though, their functions are quite broad:
abstractly, they are defined as transferring a feature or feature-like element (Case, a Θ-role) from one
element to another. They are thus connected both to ‘standard’ morphosyntax (case, agreement, etc.)
but also to elements of argument structure (cf. 1984:18-20). The inflectional rules may apply in the Lex-
icon or at any level of syntactic representation (DS, SS, PF). They are language-particular in the sense
that Language 1 may have an inflectional rule that is completely absent from Language 2. To illustrate
with one of Borer’s early examples, Lebanese Arabic (1) (from Aoun 1982) allows clitic doubling in
prepositional phrases, but Modern Hebrew (2) does not (glosses and transcriptions from source):

(1) a. h. kit
talked-I

ma9
with

Karim
Karim

‘I talked with Karim’
b. h.kit

talked-I
ma9-o
with-him

c. h.kit
talked-I

ma9-o
with-him

la
to

Karim
Karim

(2) a. dibarti
talked-I

’im
with

Anna
Anna

‘I talked with Anna’
b. dibarti

talked-I
’im-a
with-her

c. *dibarti
talked-I

’im-a
with-her

(le/šel)
(to/of)

Anna
Anna

The parametric difference between these languages reduces, for Borer, to the fact that Lebanese Arabic
has an inflectional rule that inserts a case-marking preposition in this context, while Hebrew does not.
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The connections between the inflectional rules and inflection in the formal sense, i.e. the theory of
inflectional morphemes and their properties, are somewhat remote. The rules have some properties in
common with certain conceptions of how inflectional morphology works, but they do not connect to
any specific theory of form. Given the focus of this review, it is therefore worth reflecting on what it
might mean to call the approach morphological. The following quote is instructive:

...[the system] reduces all interlanguage variation to the properties of the inflectional sys-
tem. The inventory of inflectional rules and of grammatical formatives in any given lan-
guage is idiosyncratic and learned on the basis of input data. If all interlanguage variation
is attributable to this system, the burden of learning is placed exactly on that component of
grammar for which there is strong evidence of learning: the vocabulary and its idiosyncratic
properties. (1984:29)

Apparently the inflectional rules may be idiosyncratic and language-particular in the same way as gram-
matical formatives (e.g., the fact that plural is typically /z/ in English). They must comply with universal
principles (in particular, the Projection Principle of Chomsky 1981). Beyond this it is not clear what
might restrict them. However, this is not one of the main concerns of Borer’s book, which focuses for
the most part on the idea that these rules apply at different levels of the GB grammar.

A consequence of this approach to variation is that there might be very limited prospects for univer-
sals in morphology (including morphosyntax and parts of argument structure). These rules are language-
particular and by definition how cross-linguistic variation is encoded, meaning that the parts of mor-
phology they touch should be equally idiosyncratic.

This view contrasts rather sharply with what is assumed and argued for in morphological theory, as
will become clear in §3. It also contrasts in many ways with Chomsky’s (1993) approach, to which I
now turn.

Chomsky (1993) The part of Borer’s theory that privileges morphosyntax is incorporated into early
Minimalism (Chomsky 1993), which (building off of prominent discussions of the syntax of inflection
by Pollock (1989), cp. Chomsky (1992)) puts case/agreement interactions at center stage in its mechan-
ics. Variation is spoken of in the following passage:

UG is concerned with the invariant principles of S0 [=the initial state of the language fac-
ulty;de] and the range of permissible variation. Variation must be determined by what is
“visible” to the child acquiring language, that is, by the PLD [=primary linguistic data;de].
It is not surprising, then, to find a degree of variation in the PF component, and in aspects of
the lexicon: Saussurean arbitrariness (association of concepts with phonological matrices),
properties of grammatical formatives (inflection, etc.), and readily detectable properties
that hold of lexical items more generally (e.g. the head parameter). Variation in the overt
syntax or LF component would be more problematic, since evidence could only be quite
indirect. A narrow conjecture is that there is no such variation: beyond PF options and lex-
ical arbitrariness (which I henceforth ignore), variation is limited to nonsubstantive parts
of the lexicon and general properties of lexical items. If so, there is only one computational
system and one lexicon, apart from this limited kind of variety. (1993:3).

There is a certain amount of unpacking required here. A first point concerns what it means to be
visible, which is important given the nature of PF, a central concern of this review. There is something
very specific intended concerning why variation in overt syntax would be problematic. The idea cannot
be that ‘surface’ syntactic differences would create difficulties; it makes little sense to say, for example,
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that the difference between e.g. VO and OV word orders would receive only indirect evidence. Rather,
the point is that there is no syntactic variation that involves different syntactic rules; stated positively,
there is one and only one grammatical rule (‘computational’) system, and it does the same thing in every
language. According to this view, it cannot be the case that Language 1 has a grammar in which Rule
1 applies, whereas Language 2 differs because it makes use of Rule 2, where these rules differ in key
respects (e.g. in terms of locality properties). Rather, all languages employ the same rules (=‘have the
same computational system’).

Since languages clearly do appear to differ in their overt syntax, a means of producing differences
within this single computational system is required. This is the role that is played by the ‘nonsubstantive’
parts of the lexicon: features that are (minimally) capable of encoding distinctions along the lines of
e.g. ‘YP moves to X in Language 1 but not in Language 2’ (or that YP moves in the overt syntax in
Language 1, but covertly in Language 2), and so on. The core proposal is that these differences are
encoded in a restricted way. In the particular implementation proposed in Chomsky (1993), a central
role is played by the features of heads like T(ense) and Agr(eement), as well as Case features. Because
T, Agr, and case often have morphological reflexes (see below), the loci of variation are spoken of as
being lexical/morphological, in the way that is stated in (3):

(3) Cross-linguistic variation is restricted to (a) properties of lexical items, including (b) inflectional
morphology.

The first part (a) is straightforward. It is quite easy to see what it would mean to talk about syntactic
variation in this way if we take lexical item as syntactic terminal (recall (L3) above). If Language1 has
overt movement in a place where Language2 does not, this can be reduced to the features of the terminals;
as long as these are understood to ‘drive’ movement, it can be said that Language1 has a feature that
produces movement, while Language2 does not (or that it has a different value for that feature).

The second part (b) introduces some complexities. Why is ‘inflectional morphology’ the locus of
syntactic variation? The answer in the system that Chomsky develops involves a few steps. The first is
the idea that morphology is pre-syntactic: it takes place in the Lexicon (cf. §3.1). More specifically,
items in the Lexicon (e.g. verbs) are affixed with morphemes via Lexical rules. When this happens,
they are simultaneously specified for corresponding features that must be checked when they appear
in a syntactic derivation. The checking is done via movement (overt or covert) through a hierarchy of
functional heads bearing those same features. So, for example, a verb affixed withα and β in the Lexicon
must check these features against corresponding heads in a syntactic structure like (4):

(4) VERB-α-β

βP

β αP

α VP

VERB-α-β ...

The details of this part of Chomsky (1993) have been covered in a number of other places.2 What
is important for my purposes is how movement in functional heads connects to morphology, i.e. the

2See Marantz 1995 for a synopsis that connects with this paper’s themes.
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theory of form. Since Chomsky assumes that affixation (=creation of complex forms, which occurs in
the Lexicon) is separated from syntax (=movement through functional heads), how is it that morphology
defines a locus of cross-linguistic variation?

There are two types of proposals that are meant to address this question, and they differ in terms
of whether or not there actually are links with the form side of things. One line of work posits direct
connections. Chomsky (1993) employs a notion of feature strength that produces overt (strong feature)
versus covert (weak feature) movement differences. In the particular area of verb movement, which en-
joys a special prominence in that paper, an intense discussion arose concerning possible morphological
correlates of feature strength or weakness. This became known as the Rich Agreement Hypothesis (cf.
Rohrbacher 1999); in short form, the idea that overt morphological distinctions in the verbal paradigm
effectively drive syntactic movement, by indicating with morphology that a feature is strong. Putting
the details to the side, a compelling line of argument in the literature concludes that the Rich Agree-
ment Hypothesis is false; see Bobaljik (2002) (and for a later attempt to rehabilitate it, Koeneman and
Zeijlstra 2014).

The line of research deriving from (3) that continues to receive attention eliminates morphological
form from the equation. The resulting theory can be summed up as in (5):

(5) One rule system: There is a single syntactic rule system; syntactic variation reduces to features
that are borne by the terminals of syntactic derivations.

In effect, (5) says that there is a way of encoding syntactic variation in syntactic terminals that is essen-
tially neutral with respect to matters of morphological form. The theory is morphological in the sense
that it implicates syntactic terminals ((L3) above), which play an important role in Distributed Morphol-
ogy and other syntactic approaches to morphology, where they are the morphemes. At the same time,
the connections between features used to trigger movement etc. and morphological form are at best
indirect. By this I mean that the features in question must affect the rule system in ways that produce
syntactic variation; it is not clear what expectations there should be (if any) about how they might relate
to morphological form.3

2.3 Summary
This section has examined the ways of encoding syntactic variation proposed in Borer (1984) and Chom-
sky (1993). As foreshadowed at the outset, a point to pay particular attention to is how distinct One Rule
System (5) is from the idea that syntactic variation results from rule-differences across languages, which
is part of Borer (1984). The theory centered on (5) holds the syntactic grammar consists of a single rule
system, even if what particular languages do with this system might differ substantially in their surface
(=overt syntactic) manifestations.

How does this hypothesis relate to the Lexicon and to morphology?

• It relates to the conception of the Lexicon in §2.1 in the way that is connected to (L3). However, it
is independent of Lexicalism in the technical sense. This means that it is possible to assume that
syntactic terminals encode variation without assuming further that there is a single Lexicon that
performs the functions (L1-L3) of 2.1.

• Its connections to morphology are indirect. While it is in principle possible for the morphology
to be sensitive to the features that are used to encode syntactic variation, it is also possible that
the morphology is completely insensitive to them. By itself, (5) is compatible with most if not all
conceptions of morphological theory.

3Beyond defining when a complex head is created; see the notions of complex head and affixation in §3.2 below.
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In the light of these conclusions it is worth recalling the intuition that guides the lines of work summa-
rized in this section: viz., that syntactic variation should be encoded in the same part of the grammar
as other information that “simply has to be learned.” This idea must be reevaluated in contemporary
approaches to morphology that adopt a non-lexicalist view of the grammar, and where the PF interface
plays an important role in morphology broadly construed.

3 Universals/Variation: From narrow syntax to PF

In this and the following section I will consider further ways of connecting morphology and comparative
syntax, with a focus on the nature of Phonological Form (PF). For immediate purposes, this interface
should be understood as the set of computations and representations that begin with a syntactic structure
and end in a representation that makes contact with grammar-external systems involved in articulation
and perception. In the rest of this paper I will concentrate on two distinct conceptions of PF that have
different relations to the study of comparative syntax. The two views of PF differ radically in terms of
what this part of the grammar is responsible for. The first, outlined in this section, assigns it a relatively
restricted role, with operations dedicated to the phonologization of syntactic objects. The second, which
is addressed in §4, makes it responsible for a great deal of what might be thought of as comparative
syntax.

To help frame this contrast, it is useful to observe at the outset that there is clearly extensive cross-
linguistic variation in this part of the grammar. Basic form/meaning connections differ across languages,
as do phonological inventories, phonological alternations, prosodic groupings, and so on. Not all of these
loci of variation are of the same type. Some might clearly involve possible universals (e.g. in parts of
phonology), while others do not (e.g. how particular Roots or functional morphemes are pronounced
in a given language). Part of what I will address in this section is thus where the divisions between the
universal and the language-particular might be found in this part of the grammar.

I will center the discussion to come around the two questions (PF1-2) below. Each of these is framed
with respect to the observation about variation above; that is:

Given that there are clearly many ways in which languages differ at PF,

(PF1) where are the dividing lines between the universal and the particular in this part of grammar?
and

(PF2) (re-applying the intuition outlined at the beginning of §2), is it possible to reduce apparent syn-
tactic variation to variation at PF?

I will address (PF1) in this section, and (PF2) in §4.
As a first step, §3.1 outlines a syntactic approach to morphology, with a particular emphasis on the

role that PF plays. In the course of doing this I will identify loci of cross-linguistic variation, along
with an outline of what kinds of universals might be expected in going from syntax to PF. This section
provides the foundation for §3.2, which provides a case-study from this domain in which languages
clearly differ on the surface: the realization of affixation structures. The goal of this illustration is to
highlight the level of abstraction at which universals might be sought in the face of obvious cross-
linguistic variation. §3.3 presents a summary of main points.

3.1 A syntactic approach morphology
Syntactic approaches to morphology like Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993 and related
work), which I will outline here, employ the model of grammar schematized in (6):
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(6) the grammar

Syntactic Derivation

(Spell Out)

PF LF

SYNTACTIC
TERMINALS

The syntax starts with the syntactic terminals and builds complex structures with them. In a subsequent
step, these structures are spelled out to the interfaces, where they are subjected to further computations
that comprise the interfaces with form (PF) and meaning (LF) systems. The important thing to note in
connection with §2 is that the grammar in (6) does not contain a Lexicon in which words are derived
and represented. Instead, morphology is distributed in the grammar; the analysis of morphological phe-
nomena might thus involve the terminals, the syntax that assembles them into complex objects, and
operations at the interfaces.

The view of PF that I will be elaborating on in this section is shown schematically in (7):

(7) PF branch with stages

Hierarchical Representations

Linear Representations

Phonological Representations

Vocabulary Insertion
/(Morpho)phonology

linearization

SYNTAX

cyclic spell out

PF takes the output of the syntax and produces from it a representation that is legible to language-
external systems of articulation and perception. The stages in italics in (7) are meant to indicate roles
for linearization, Vocabulary Insertion (which provides morphemes with their forms; see below), and
(morpho)phonology. Whether there should be more (or fewer) stages like these, and how they should be
organized with respect to each other (e.g. serially versus calculated in parallel) is a matter of ongoing
discussion. Perhaps the minimum option for realizational theories– those that insert phonology after
the syntactic derivation– is that PF contain an operation like Vocabulary Insertion that performs this
function.
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In a theory that distributes morphology in the way described above, possible loci of variation are
found in different parts of the grammar: that is, in the syntactic terminals themselves (part of syntax),
in the packing of the terminals (the theory of affixation, see below) and in the form/feature connections
that are represented in the Vocabulary (part of PF). At the same time, the grammatical operations that
apply in morphology broadly construed are expected to be universal– in particular, in terms of their
locality properties.

In the next few pages I will give a brief outline of some of the research areas that bear on the
universal/variable theme. For an introduction to these topics, see Embick (2015); and for more advanced
reviews of specific topics, the papers collected in Alexiadou et al. (to appear).

Syntactic terminals The Syntactic Terminals in (6)– also called morphemes– consist of abstract syn-
tactic features: e.g. T+past for the past tense, or #+pl for plural number, or D+def for a definite article
The nature of this feature system is a matter of active ongoing investigation; see Fenger and Kouneli (this
volume) and references cited there. A working hypothesis that has been adopted by many is that there is
a universally available set of (substantive) syntactic features, subsets of which are active in the grammar
of any given language. Thus, certain languages might have features (and thus make distinctions) that are
not made in others. One example of this is found in number systems, where some languages clearly show
more morphological and semantic numbers than others. As illustration, (8-9) shows personal pronouns
from English and Māori (East Polynesian; Bauer 1993). A quick inspection of these tables reveals that
there are more distinctions made in the latter than in the former:

(8) English personal pronouns (“nominative")

p(erson)/n(umber) singular plural
1 I we
2 you you
3 she/he/it/they they

(9) Māori personal pronouns

p/n singular dual plural
1 inclusive au taaua taatou
1 exclusive maaua maatou
2 koe koorua koutou
3 ia raaua raatou

So, for example, Māori has a dual number for two participants in addition to singular and plural, while
English does not; Māori also distinguishes between inclusive first person non-singulars, where the ad-
dressee is part of the group, and exclusive first person non-singulars, where the addressee is not. Fo-
cusing on the first of theses contrasts, an encoding along the following lines suggests itself. First, for
English, it suffices to say that Number morphemes possess a single binary feature like [±plural], where
the negative value is for singulars, and the positive for plurals. Then, for a system like the one in Māori,
two binary features are required, along the lines shown in (10) (see Noyer 1992, Harbour 2007 and
related work for more details):

(10) Features of Number morphemes

-pl +pl
+sg “singular” – –
-sg “dual” “plural”
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Stated in terms of (10), the inventory of syntactic terminals in Māori has a dual morpheme [-sg,-pl] that
is absent in English, which has only [-pl] (“singular”) and [+pl] (“plural”).

Given the architecture in (6) and the view of the morpheme that it connects with, I will use the
terms syntactic features and morphological features interchangeably below, even if there are some cases
in which this might be an oversimplification (e.g. if there are ‘purely morphological’ features; e.g. for
conjugation or declension class).

In summary, the syntactic terminals might differ cross-linguistically, but by hypothesis this is con-
strained by there being a single inventory of features that make up possible morphemes. Beyond the
functional morphemes so defined, another type of terminal that appears in syntactic structures is clearly
highly variable across languages. These are the Roots, members of the non-functional vocabulary like√

Cat, or
√

Rain. Finally, this framework could (but does not have to) incorporate the hypothesis that
syntactic variation is encoded in another type of feature system in the functional morphemes, along
the lines of what is described in §2. Introducing such features would produce further ways in which
syntactic terminals might differ cross-linguistically.

The Vocabulary Above I used the term abstract when introducing the syntactic terminals and their
features. The meaning of this is that the morphemes are hypothesized to be purely syntactic objects:
they consist of features that are interpreted for form (at PF) and meaning (at LF), but only acquire their
forms and meanings when the syntax is interpreted at the interfaces; see Embick (to appear) for review.
On the PF side, morphemes undergo a process called Vocabulary Insertion that provides them with
phonological content. To take an example, the Latin past tense morpheme T[+past] is realized with the
exponent -bā in the Imperfect: laud-ā-bā-mus ‘we were praising’. In the perfect aspect, however, it is
realized as -rā; cp. pluperfect laud-ā-ve-rā-mus. This effect– (contextual) allomorphy– is analyzed with
the following Vocabulary Items:

(11) Vocabulary Items for T[+past]

T[+past] ↔ -rā/Asp[perf]
T[+past] ↔ -bā

These Vocabulary Items compete for application to T[+past], with the most specific one winning. Thus
-rā is found whenever T[+past] is local to the perfective head; otherwise -bā appears.

The set of all Vocabulary Items is referred to as the Vocabulary. It goes without saying that the
Vocabularies of different languages simply need to be learned, and are therefore highly variable. When
Roots are taken into account, the variability increases. At the same time, there are aspects of Vocabulary
Insertion that have been proposed to be universal. One concerns the order in which Vocabulary Insertion
applies: it has been argued that it occurs ‘inside-out’ in hierarchical structures; see Kalin and Weisser
(to appear) for discussion. A second concerns locality; I turn to this next.

Locality In a theory with abstract morphemes, the form of a morpheme may be affected by the pres-
ence of morphemes around it, as illustrated in (11) above. Thinking about this kind of contextual effect
in terms of operations that apply to morphemes, one of the central questions for this part of grammat-
ical theory therefore concerns how local contexts are defined; viz., what is the theory of locality that
determines which elements in its context a morpheme may be influenced by for form? Given (6) and (7)
there are different types of locality conditions that could in principle play a role in this domain.

In the rest of this section I will present some of the relevant types of locality conditions that have
been explored in the literature, with two purposes in mind. First, on the universals theme, it is generally
agreed on that grammars should not differ in locality conditions. While there ongoing debates on many
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questions, the basic assumption in this type of research is that the same locality conditions apply in all
languages. The second purpose touches on where languages vary. While languages might show exactly
the same locality conditions in “morphophonology in the broad sense,” they differ substantially with
respect to how much they make use of different operations that are universally defined. The result of
this is that languages may differ significantly in how the same syntactic structure is realized as PF; this
is focus of the illustration that is given in §3.2 below.

In outline form, the following three types of locality conditions have been investigated in morphol-
ogy:

(Phase) cyclic locality. If syntactic structures are interpreted at the interfaces in a way that involves
phases, as in Chomsky (2000, 2001) and much subsequent work, then the phase provides one type
of domain for local interactions (Marantz 2001, 2007, 2013 Embick and Marantz 2008, Embick
2010a). In its simplest form, the idea would be be that two morphemes can interact at an interface
when they are both active in the same phase. See Embick (2021) and Ingason (to appear) for
reviews.

Hierarchical locality. The hierarchical structures generated by the syntax provide a way of defin-
ing local domains in which syntactic terminals can interact. Examples from the literature involve
interactions that take place only when a particular command relation is met (e.g. c-command),
or when terminals are in a privileged configuration (e.g. sisterhood, or “sharing a non-terminal
node”). See e.g. Adger et al. 2001, 2003, Borer 2013, and related work.

Linear locality. The terminals of syntactic structures are realized in a linear order, as are the
phonological segments comprising the exponents of morphemes. It has been proposed that both
linear relations between morphemes and linear relations in phonological representations (autoseg-
mental tiers) play a role in morphophonological phenomena. See e.g. Embick (2010a) and related
work.

Although presented separately above, a key idea in the literature is that certain phenomena might be
the result of more than one of these conditions interacting. For example, the treatment of allomorphy in
Embick (2010a) proposes that two morphemes see each other only when (i) they are active in the same
phase-defined domain, and (ii) they are immediately linearly adjacent. On the point (ii), another line
of research proposes that morphemes may interact when they are hierarchically adjacent; i.e., when no
morpheme appears between them structurally (see the references above).

It is not my intention to examine or motivate each of these types of locality here; see Embick (to
appear) for discussion and references. Rather, the point of highlighting locality is that it concentrates
attention on the kind of abstraction that is required in talking about potential universals. While the
Vocabularies of different languages are clearly quite different, the strongest hypothesis is that there are
nevertheless universal principles governing form/meaning connections. In the particular example just
outlined, this means a theory of locality that determines when morphemes may (and may not) see each
other for allomorphy.

The next section provides a specific illustration of the abstraction theme, with a particular focus on
how languages differ in the realization of affixation structures.

3.2 Illustration: Affixation/realizing affixed structures
Immediately above I talked about locality in connection with the realization of morphemes at the PF
interface. But there are, of course, other areas in which considerations of locality play a role in morphol-
ogy broadly construed. One of these is the theory of affixation. Most theories of the syntax/morphology
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interface recognize a notion of morphosyntactic word, in which syntactic terminals are “closer” than
they are in typical phrasal structures. The operation of Head Movement, for example, is conceived in
this way; it produces an adjunction structure by attaching one head to another to form a complex head,
in the manner shown in (12):4

(12) Head Movement of X0 to Y 0

YP

WP

...

Y

Y 0

X0 Y 0

XP

WP

...

X

X0 ...

The version of head affixation schematized in (12) has been the subject of intensive investigation. At
the same time, various approaches have moved away from the idea that all complex head formation is the
result of upwards Head Movement. In one direction, there is the idea affixation can be both upwards and
downwards in hierarchical terms, something that comes close to what is called Morphological Merger
in Marantz (1984,1988); see for example Embick and Noyer (2001), who posit a PF operation called
Lowering that can affix Y to X in (12). A related line of work hypothesizes that linear relations among
morphemes define certain types of affixation at PF; this is called Local Dislocation in Embick and
Noyer (2001); see also Embick (2007). Some more recent proposals have generalized the idea that a
single operation applies to heads in an “extended projection” (Grimshaw 2005) such that they may be
realized in an affixation structure, with the complex head being pronounced either “high” or “low”– see
Arregi and Pietraszko (2021) for such an approach (they also make use of a linear mechanism).

The aspect of affixation that I will elaborate on in the rest of this section illustrates the univer-
sal/variation theme that runs throughout this paper. For the universal part, it is generally assumed that
the locality conditions restricting affixation are invariant, even if the details of the relevant operations
continue to be actively debated. At the same time (i) the extent to which particular languages create
affixation structures is subject to extensive variation; and (ii) the ways in which affixed structures are
realized also differs substantially across languages.

Beginning briefly with (i), there are many cases in which clauses that are realized as multiple heads
(=analytically) in one language are realized as a single complex (=synthetically) in another.5 Some
examples from Latin and Yoruba illustrate in (13-14):6

(13) Latin

a. Rēgı̄na
rēgı̄na
queen.nom

laudābātur.
laud
praise

-ā
th

-bā
past

-tur
3s.pass

‘The queen was being praised.’
4See, for example, Koopman (1984), Travis (1984), and Baker (1985,1988) for early formulations and applications.
5For further discussion Fenger (2020), Bjorkman (to appear), and references cited there.
6Glosses: acc = Accusative; dur = Durative; nom = Nominative; pass = Passive; perf = Perfect; prog = Progressive; th

= Theme.
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b. Nautae
nautae
sailors.nom

rēgı̄nam
rēgı̄nam
queen.acc

laudāverant.
laud
praise

-ā
th

-ve
perf

-ra
past

-t
3pl

‘The sailors had praised the queen...’
c. Rēgı̄na

queen
queen.nom

laudāta est.
laud
praise

-t
part

-a
fem.sg

est
be.3sg

‘The queen was/has been praised.

(14) Yoruba (from Bode 2000)

a. Bode
Bode

n
prog

fo
wash

ife
cup

funfun.
white

‘Bode is/was washing white cups.’
b. Bode

Bode
máa
dur

n
prog

fo
wash

ife
cup

funfun.
white

‘Bode washes white cups.’
c. Bode

Bode
ti
perf

n
prog

fo
wash

ife
cup

funfun.
white

‘Bode has been washing white cups.’

An examination of the Latin and Yoruba examples and their corresponding English translations
reveals numerous ways in which essentially the same types of morphemes are affixed (or not) in different
ways. For example, the affixed Latin pluperfect in (13b) corresponds to the auxiliary had and a past
participle praised in English; note that within Latin the passive equivalent (13c) shows an auxiliary
and a participle, i.e. a different affixation pattern from the synthetic active. For a second comparison,
Yoruba progressives like (14a) have unaffixed n fo corresponding to affixed washing; the perfect of the
progressive (14c) adds another unaffixed morpheme on top of this. Generally speaking, the point is that
languages display different amounts of affixation within similar or identical clause structures.

The goal of the remainder of this section is to look at (ii), how synthetic forms are realized. The
specific point in focus concerns the extent to which languages employ “affixal” and “non-affixal” means
to express syntactic features. The differences that languages show in this part of the grammar highlights
the question of how abstract possible universals might be.

The data I will draw on involve verb forms from a variety of different languages that make the same
or similar distinctions in terms of Tense, Aspect, Agreement, and so on. I take this to mean that these
verbs are formed in the same types of clauses, in affixation structures of the type in (15). Although not
all of these heads are necessarily present in all of the verb forms seen below, (15) suffices to illustrate
the main point I wish to highlight:7

(15) verbal structure
7Whether all of the languages to be examined employ the same operation(s) to derive the schema in (15) is not what is at

issue; most likely they do not. This does not affect my main point about how structures are realized, though.
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Agr

Tense

Asp

Voice

v

√
Root v

Voice

Asp

T

Agr

As we can now see, even a casual look at the data from several languages in (16-21) reveals substantial
differences in how structures like (15) are realized morpho(phono)logically:8

(16) Some forms of Turkish git ‘go’

p/n past conditional future aorist
1s gittim gitsem gideceğim giderim
2s gittin gitsen gideceksin gidersin
3s gitti gitse gidecek gider
1p gittik gitsek gideceğiz gideriz
2p gittiniz gitseniz gideceksiniz gidersiniz
3p gittiler gitseler gidecekler giderler

(17) Some forms of Latin of amō ‘to love’

p/n present future imperfect present subjunctive
1s amō amābō amābam amem
2s amās amābis amābās amēs
3s amat amābit amābat amet
1p amāmus amābimus amābāmus amēmus
2p amātis amābitis amābātis amētis
3p amant amābunt amābant ament

(18) Icelandic brot ‘break’ (transitive)

Indicative Subjunctive
p/n present past present past
1s brýt braut brjóti bryti
2s brýtur brautst brjótir brytir
3s brýtur braut brjóti bryti
1p brjótum brutum brjótum brytum
2p brjótið brutuð brjótið brytuð
3p brjóta brutu brjóti brytu

8Turkish (Turkic), Kornfilt (1996); Latin (Italic, Indo-European), Leumann et al. (1963); Icelandic (Germanic, Indo-
European), Wood (2015), Ingason (2016); Tlatepuzoc Chinantec (Oto-Manguean), Baerman and Palancar (2014); Dinka
(Western Nilotic), Andersen (1992,1993); Maltese (Semitic), Hoberman and Aronoff (2003).
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(19) Tlatepuzco Chinantec húP32 ‘break’

p/n present future past completive
1s húP32 húP31 ka3húP3

2s húP32 húP31 ka3húP3

3s húP2 húP2 ka3húP2

1p húP32 húP31 ka3húP31

2p húP32 húP31 ka3húP3

3p húP2 húP2 ka3húP2

(20) Some Dinka verb forms: (a) lè
˜
er ‘roll’; (b) ŋà

˜
añ ‘open’; (c) cÒ

˜
Ol ‘call’

p/n (a) (b) (c)
1s lEÈ

˜
Er ŋaà

˜
añ caà

˜
al

2s lê
˜
er ŋá

˜
añ cÔ

˜
Ol

3s leè
˜
er ŋEÈ

˜
Eñ cOÒ

˜
Ol

1p lè
˜
erkú

¨
ŋà
˜
añkú

¨
cÒ
˜
Olkú

¨2p lÈ
˜
Erká

¨
ŋà
˜
añká

¨
cà
˜
alká

¨3p lè
˜
erké

¨
ŋà
˜
añké

¨
cÒ
˜
Olké

¨
(21) Maltese Verbs: (a) ‘break’; (b) ‘build’; (c) ‘be absent’; (d) open; (e) ‘download’

a. Perfect

p/n/(g) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
1s ksirt bnejt fallejt ftaèt iddawnlowdjajt
2s ksirt bnejt fallejt ftaèt iddawnlowdjajt
3s.m kiser bena falla fetaè iddawnlowdja
3s.f kisret bniet falliet fetèet iddawnlowdjat
1p ksirna bnejna fallejna ftaèna iddawnlowdjajna
2p ksirtu bnejtu fallejtu ftaètu iddawnlowdjajtu
3p kisru bnew fallew ftaèu iddawnlowdjaw

b. Imperfect

p/n/(g) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
1s nikser nibni nfalli niftaè niddawnlowdja
2s tikser tibni tfalli tiftaè tiddawnlowdja
3s.m jikser jibni jfalli jiftaè jiddawnlowdja
3s.f tikser tibni tfalli tiftaè tiddawnlowdja
1p niksru nibnu nfallu niftèu niddawnlowdjaw
2p tiksru tibnu tfallu tiftèu tiddawnlowdjaw
3p jiksru jibnu jfallu jiftèu jiddawnlowdjaw

The analysis of any one of these languages raises questions of segmentation, i.e., concerning how
many discrete pieces are found in these phonological forms, and how these pieces relate to the terminals
in (15). The forms in (18-21) show alternations in the verb ‘stem,’ and highlight the question of how
the grammar brings about what is called morphophonology in the narrow sense: informally speaking,
phonological changes that express or are associated with morphological features. For example, the Fu-
ture in Turkish is signalled by the discrete exponent -ecek in (16). In Tlatepuzco Chinantec (19), on the
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other hand, there is no concatenated affix associated with the Future; instead, there is a tonal difference
on the verb itself, as can be seen in comparison with the Present and Past Completive forms. Or, while
in the Latin present subjunctive, this mood is signalled by a suffix -ē that occurs between the verb and
agreement, the present subjunctive in Icelandic appears to be marked by alterations to the verb (along
with some differences in the realization of agreement).

The kinds of variation seen in the examples above provides a good illustration of the idea that univer-
sals must be sought at an appropriate level of abstraction. Building on the prior discussion in this section,
I will develop this point in a few steps. To start with, the syntactic terminals appearing in structures like
(15) are drawn from the universal feature inventory in the way outlined in §3.1. These morphemes ap-
pear in hierarchical structures that are in many cases universal as well (e.g. Tense is higher than Aspect,
Aspect appears above vP, and so on).9 Further, the operation(s) producing affixation structures are by
hypothesis universal as well, as described above. Finally, the exponents inserted by Vocabulary Insertion
are obviously different in the languages in (16-21). As outlined earlier, though, the principles governing
Vocabulary Insertion that determine e.g. order of application and possible allomorphic interactions are
hypothesized to be universal.

Beyond these observations, the question to be asked now is what kinds of universals might be posited
in talking about morphophonology; i.e., the appearance of various types of apparently non-affixal mor-
phological realizations in (18-21) in particular. In short form, the overarching question is how many
PF-mechanisms the grammar employs that are directly sensitive to morphological features. Two oppos-
ing positions on this question are stated in (22):

(22) exponence question: Does the grammar use only Vocabulary Insertion to realize syntactic fea-
tures? Or does the grammar also effect phonological changes that are triggered by morphological
features (or apply only to certain morphemes, and not others)– i.e. is there morphophonology?

For ease of reference, the former option will be referred to as VIO (=“Vocabulary Insertion Only”); and
the latter as MP (=with “MorphoPhonology”).

The exponence question is the current incarnation of a long-standing controversy in morphologi-
cal theory. A lengthy debate starting in the middle of the 20th century concerns whether morphology is
based on pieces or on processes (see e.g. Hockett 1954). The original framing of Distributed Morphol-
ogy in Halle and Marantz (1993) is directed at this question: it argues for a piece-based view against
an “amorphous" alternative developed by Anderson (1992). However, though centered on pieces, Halle
and Marantz ultimately argue for a ‘split’ view of morphological realization. Vocabulary Insertion tar-
gets morphemes in the manner described in §3.1. In addition to this type of exponence, part of the
phonological grammar is directly sensitive to morphological features or particular Roots, and makes
morphophonological changes in a way that refer to these.10

To illustrate, consider English
√

Sing, with present sing and past tense sang. The analysis of this
kind of past tense form in Halle and Marantz (1993) involves first, a null exponent of the T+past head;
and second, the application of a morphophonological rule or rules that are triggered when

√
Sing is in

the context of T+past. These rules (or their equivalent) change the vowel nucleus in the appropriate way.
Halle and Marantz are at pains to show that Vocabulary Insertion and morphophonology are distinct;

9For the qualification to many cases: the position of Agreement morphemes often varies across languages; as does the
realization of Voice morphology.

10This move builds on an earlier literature that examines various ways of making the phonology sensitive to morphology.
A more exhaustive review could trace the path from Chomsky and Halle (1968) though Lexical Phonology and Morphology
(Kiparsky 1982) to the idea that particular morphemes bear diacritics visible to the phonology in Halle and Vergnaud (1987)
as a background to the works cited in the text.
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this is one way of distinguishing the predictions of their piece-based approach from the predictions of
Anderson’s theory.

More recently, the continuation of the view argued for by Halle and Marantz analyzes morphophonol-
ogy in similar terms, with part of the phonology being able to see morphological features and Roots; see
Embick and Shwayder (2018) for a recent development of this kind of theory. At the same time, other
research programs reject MP outright, or employ other mechanisms to reduce its scope; see e.g. Lieber
(1987,1992), Bye and Svenonius (2012), Haugen and Siddiqi (2016), Caha (to appear) and Newell and
Ulfsbjorninn (2021) for different approaches and pertinent discussion.

The different works cited in the last paragraph above put forth a number of different possible anal-
yses of stem changes, both MP and VIO. For many of the phenomena that have been examined in the
literature, it looks like there are both plausible analyses in terms of both VIO and MP (see Embick
2010b). Take sang, for which an MP analysis is sketched earlier. A VIO alternative might say that sang
realizes both

√
sing and T+past; or, that what is inserted at T+past in the context of

√
sing is a set of

features that produce a vowel change in the phonology. The question is thus what kinds of evidence
might be appealed to in support of either MP or VIO at the expense of the other.

Some arguments of this type can be found in the literature. For example, Halle and Marantz (1993)
present an argument based on blocking effects that is directed at Anderson (1992), but also applies to
many VIO analyses that have been proposed in the literature (see Embick 2016). However, different MP
and VIO theories continue to be actively compared, in a literature that appears to be gaining momentum.

For my purposes in this paper, the point to focus on is the relation between the general and the
particular. Which is to say, particular analyses of morphophonological alternations quickly become
enmeshed in thorny details of all kinds; especially in more complex systems, e.g. (18-21) compared to
the relatively impoverished system of English verb stem alternations. At the same time, the analyses
of such systems directly implicates the quite general exponence question (22), which asks a basic
question about how the form interface interprets syntactic structures. Thus, while the details of any
worked out morphophonological analysis might appear to be quite language-specific, analyses of this
type can potentially be brought to bear on the Exponence Question (22), which is large in scope and
importance. The trick in trying to answer it is (as always) developing the analysis of a particular system
into an empirical argument for (or against) VIO or MP. Crucially– and this is the main point of this
illustration– this question (and hence the possible universal it addresses) are stated at a very abstract
level relative to what might be seen in any particular language.

3.3 Summary
The PF component plays an important role in syntactic approaches to morphology. This section looks at
the question of what could be universal in the syntax-to-PF part of the grammar. Since there is obvious
cross-linguistic variation in phonological form broadly construed, a primary point of the outline in §3.1
and the illustration in §3.2 is that possible universals are expected to be relatively abstract; i.e., not
always visible to the same degree “on the surface” in every language. I do not think that this point
is particularly profound, but it deserves emphasis given the frequently encountered idea that PF (or
morphology in general ) are by definition or inherently variable.

Another large theme running throughout the line of work summarized above is that what PF is
responsible for is relatively limited in scope. This restricted view of the interface with form contrasts
sharply with an alternative conception that is the topic of the next section.
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4 PF: Variation and “externalization”

The focus on PF in the last section invites a discussion of what is called externalization in recent dis-
cussions within the Minimalist program. Inquiry of the relevant type concentrates on the Core Com-
putational System (CCS), understood as narrow syntax. The term externalization refers to the idea that
an interface– i.e., PF– is required to connect the CCS with sensorimotor cognitive systems outside of
language; see e.g. Berwick and Chomsky (2011), Chomsky (2011). In short form, the CCS must make
contact with systems involved in articulation and perception (AP), systems that employ a “vocabulary”
that is distinct from that involved in language. So, for example, the interface must take objects like mor-
phemes (i.e. syntactic terminals, and the structures they appear in), and relate these to phonological
features; these linguistic representations must then connect with phonetic realization, which operates in
completely distinct terms (e.g. in terms of articulatory gestures).

The hypothesis to be examined in this section is that cross-linguistic variation of all types– including
apparent syntactic variation– is a consequence of externalization, and not part of syntax proper (Chom-
sky 2019). I have stated this as (23), although as will be seen shortly this statement will need to be
elaborated on in various ways:

(23) Externalization hypothesis: Cross-linguistic variation arises due to externalization; there is
no variation in the CCS.

Since PF is the domain of morphophonology in a theory like the one outlined §3, the idea in (23) amounts
to a further way (beyond §2) in which apparent syntactic variation might be reduced to “morphology;”
which is to say, another way of locating syntactic variation in a part of the grammar that must encode
various types of language-specific information.

Before I proceed, a disclaimer is in order. The literature discussing externalization is complex, and
could be taken in different directions. The path that I have chosen here chooses only one of these,
concentrating exclusively on (23) and an attendant view of PF that contrasts with that of §3.

There are some steps to take on the way to understanding (23). First, it is helpful to distinguish two
ways in which the term externalization can be used. One is as a requirement: viz., that the CCS connect
with language-external cognitive systems. The second is to designate the language-internal system that
meets this requirement: i.e., PF. Though not part of the CCS, PF has to be part of language in the
broad sense because it interprets (manipulates and operates on) symbolic representations (syntactic
features, phonological features) that are language-specific. Schematically, I take these points as positing
the system in (24):

(24) Externalization, schematically

Core Computational System
‘syntax → LF’

PF Interface
(Linearization, (Morpho)Phonology

L A N G U A G E* S E N S O R I M O T O R

Articulation,
Perception

“Internal” “External”

* “Faculty of Language in the Broad Sense”

(A) Interface motivated by Externalization

(B) Externalization proper

(A) (B)
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The goal of this section is to ask what it would mean to reduce all variation to externalization. Questions
of this type are (as it were) internal to a particular kind of Minimalist perspective, one that is often diffi-
cult to connect with the kinds of empirical arguments that are at the center of much work in theoretical
linguistics.11 For this reason, one of my primary tasks will be to connect questions about externalization
with specific hypotheses that might be tested.

An important premise involved in discussions of externalization is that the CCS operates with hier-
archical structures. The linear relations that are ultimately derived from these are of no importance to
it; they are required only because the performance system(s) connected to the CCS operate in real time.
As such, linear relations are not part of the narrow syntax (cf. 24), a position that extends a long line of
reasoning on “structure dependence” in syntax (cf. Chomsky 1968).

For the discussion to come, it is useful to have a shorthand way of referring to two distinct ways in
which linear relations are implicated in syntax broadly construed. One of these is the one just outlined–
the idea that syntactic objects are purely hierarchical, and thus must be linearized; this I will call LIN. A
second notion, which I refer to as IS, concerns meaning (understood in a very broad sense). This the idea
that the linear effects are often used to produce particular kinds of interpretive effects (theme/rheme,
topic/comment, figure/ground ...) that can be referred to as aspects of Information Structure:

LIN: The mere fact that syntax must be realized in a linear order.

IS: The fact that linear order may be exploited to produce various interpretive effects (I(nformation)
S(tructure)).

With these notions at hand, the rest of this section examines two ways in which externalization has been
linked to syntactic variation.

The first one, which is centered on IS, introduces important general concepts that will be of use
throughout this section. A line of reasoning found in parts of Chomsky’s early writings on Minimalism
holds that the PF component does more than what is outlined above in §3. In particular, it has the abil-
ity to displace elements (phrases etc.), in a way that is responsible for a great detail of cross-linguistic
variation. The basic claim is that displacement operations that produce linear IS effects are not part of
the CCS. Rather, they are brought about in “some additional level or levels internal to the phonolog-
ical component, postmorphology but prephonetic, accessed at the interface along with PF...and LF...”
(Chomsky 1995:220). Though typically introduced in asides, this level (or set of levels) plays an im-
portant role in the framework, by essentially providing a negative boundary: they stand “outside” of
core Minimalist inquiry, and are not expected to conform to the same principles that apply to the CCS
(Chomsky 1995:325). Speaking informally, the result is an architecture with what could be thought of
as two syntactic systems (or two displacement systems): one core, the CCS; and another movement-
producing system that is part of PF, and can thus be called PF-syntax. Notice that this conception of PF
and movement goes far beyond the much more limited view that some affixation operations happen at
PF (recall §3.2); in the limit (as will be seen below) it might mean putting most or all of what is typically
thought of as syntax into the PF component.

Positing a PF-syntax is a significant move, and thus requires substantial motivation. Providing evi-
dence for or against this claim amounts to answering the question stated in (25):

(25) Two Syntax Question (TSQ): Does the grammar contain two qualitatively distinct displace-
ment systems (i.e. a PF-syntax that is distinct from the CCS)?

11For an enthusiastic discussion of why this might be the case see Hornstein (2018,2019).
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It should be clear in the context of the present paper what is at stake with (TSQ): if it receives an
affirmative answer, then it would be possible to explore the hypothesis that PF-syntax is responsible for
many types of putatively syntactic variation, with the CCS being uniform (i.e. invariant). I will return
to the question of what invariance might look like below.

There are in principle some different ways in which work on the (TSQ) might proceed. Stated ab-
stractly, the goal would be to demonstrate that there are two qualitatively distinct types of displacement
in language: one that is part of the CCS, with one set of properties; and another that is part of PF, subject
to e.g. distinct locality conditions, or something along those lines. Another kind of reasoning is based
on ordering. In the assumed architecture, the CCS operates prior to PF and PF-syntax. It might then be
possible examine two types of movement (more generally, two different operations), one hypothetically
in the CCS, and one at PF– to see if they interact in ways that are expected or unexpected given the
hypothesized ordering.12

In spite of the interesting possibilities suggested above– and perhaps somewhat surprisingly given
the provocative nature of the core claims at hand– there does not appear to be a great deal of empirical
work that concentrates on (TSQ) per se.13 I think that there are more or less two reasons why this might
be the case. In one direction is the response to (TSQ) among many practicing researchers, which has
been, for the most part, to ignore the hypothesized core-syntax/PF-syntax split, and treat apparently
syntactic phenomena as they were treated in earlier theories, i.e. as part of the syntax proper. This
means effectively that such work either concludes (or assumes) that there is no qualitative distinction
between two types of displacement along the lines posed in (TSQ)– or that, if there is, the domain of
core-syntax is larger than it might be according to Chomsky’s conception, rendering a hard focus on
(TSQ) unnecessary.

The ‘dividing line’ question brings us to the second reason alluded to above; this one implicates
a more recent move, which takes essentially all apparent syntactic variation to be part of PF. Later
work by Chomsky, which develops the Strong Minimalist Thesis, seems to take the correctness of the
‘two syntax’ hypothesis for granted, and posits an even more robust role for PF in understanding why
languages look as they do (cf. Chomsky 2019). This line of work places special emphasis on the idea
that the CCS is optimized for the LF interface. The most extreme hypothesis building on this idea is
that languages do not vary in this part of the grammar at all; that is, there is a single syntax-to-LF CCS
that they all share. Differences among languages arise due to LIN; which is to say, at PF, because of the
requirement that syntactic structures be externalized.

To understand what this might mean, it is useful to revisit the idea from §2 that there is a single
CCS; recall One rule system, repeated here as (26):

(26) One rule system: There is a single syntactic rule system; syntactic variation reduces to features
that are borne by the terminals of syntactic derivations.

As pointed out in §2, languages may differ syntactically and still conform to (26). The idea that languages
are syntactically identical is stronger than this; it removes all variation from the picture:

(27) Syntactic identity: All languages are identical for NS → LF.
12The kind of reasoning described here has been examined with reference to some specific topics. For example, Chomsky

(2001) on what he calls ThEx, the interaction of expletive there in passivization with wh-movement. Another line of work has
discussed interactions with affixation; see Embick (2000) with reference to “optional” movement with affixation; and Saab
(2022) and references cited there for connections with ellipsis in addition to affixation-related movement.

13Though see Bennett et al. (2016) for an important contribution (and for references to work examining the role of phonology
in word-order effects). One thing to keep in mind in work on syntax/phonology connections is that if a phenomenon shows
sensitivity to phonology, it does not necessarily follow that the operations that derive it are part of the phonological component.
This is one of the things that makes research on the (TSQ) challenging.
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According to this view, the CCS produces argument/event structures, temporal and aspectual properties,
clausal types, operator/variable structures, etc. in a way that is completely invariant across languages.
It follows that essentially all of the subject matter of comparative syntax– the ways in which languages
appear to different syntactically– is not syntax at all. Rather, it is derivative of LIN (and IS), which is to
say, it is PF syntax, in an extension of the way that I used this term above.

Before thinking about what this might mean for PF, it bears emphasizing that it is not entirely clear
what it means for LF. For example, in its strongest form (27) would presumably require languages to be
identical in their syntactic terminals. How this position can be maintained in light of clear differences
in inventories (recall the discussion of number in English and Māori in §3) is not at all clear. Some
care must therefore be taken to specify in further work exactly the scope of (27); that is, precisely what
NS→LF computations look like such that they could be invariant across languages.

Turning now to the form side, the difference between the conception of PF-syntax arising from
(27) and the IS-centered one examined earlier in this section is a matter of degree. The first view takes
IS-relevant displacements (and perhaps other operations) to be part of PF. The second view takes all
apparently syntactic differences to take place there. Some of Chomsky’s comments on what this might
mean connect closely with “standard” topics in linearization, viz. those associated with the ”Direction-
ality Parameter” in earlier work (see Ch.2 for some discussion). So, for example, if one language is OV
and another VO, then all else equal (and there is a real question as to how often it is), this could be
transparently treated as the same syntactic object [V DP] being linearized in two different ways. How-
ever, linearization differences cannot be the whole story, even when we restrict attention to something
like basic word-order properties– more is required to derive the differences between SVO, SOV, VSO,
and VOS languages, meaning that various types of IS-irrelevant movement must take place at PF. The
consequences of (27) are thus potentially quite extreme: if it is correct, then almost all of what has been
studied in theoretical syntax is actually not syntax at all, but PF-syntax; which is to say, side-effects
that are produced when syntax is externalized due to LIN. As Chomsky (2019) pithily notes, if correct
it leads to the “paradoxical conclusion” that “... just about everything that’s been studied in linguistics
for the last 2500 years is not language. It’s the study of some amalgam of language and sensory-motor
systems.”14

Though the discussion of this section has been by necessity somewhat abstract, the questions that
are at issue are potentially of fundamental importance for comparative syntax: in effect, what is at issue
is whether there is real syntactic variation or not. In the latter scenario– where (27) holds– there is only
the study of how the CCS interacts with externalization, essentially comparative PF. Importantly, the
kinds of arguments that could provide evidence for or against (27) have already been pointed to: they
can be derived from (TSQ) above. The need for empirical work probing (TSQ) for work adopting (27)
(or the assumptions from which it derives) is thus quite pressing.

On this last point, the question at issue is a standard one; asking, given a set of phenomena to be
explained, whether they should all fall under one set of explanatory principles, or whether divisions
should be made such that some of the phenomena should be treated in one way, and others in another.
Hypotheses like (27) provide some guidelines about where possible lines of division might be sought.
But without concrete proposals and testable predictions on what PF actually does, it is difficult to see
how appeals to externalization alone are going to provide an explanation for the kinds of cross-linguistic
variation that exist, rather than just a possible motivation for them. By this I mean that attributing cross-
linguistic differences to the need to externalize is a kind of first step. To proceed further– and to provide
something testable and perhaps eventually explanatory– involves making concrete proposals concerning
what happens at PF(and what does not).

14For “language” here it is perhaps better to substitute “core grammar/CCS” or “faculty of language in the narrow sense.”
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To conclude, it will be interesting to see what comes out of concrete attempts to implement and
assess (27) and the conception of PF that results from it.

5 Conclusions and further directions

This paper reviews several different ways in which morphology is implicated in theories of comparative
syntax. To emphasize the point that this is an active domain of ongoing investigation, one of my primary
goals has been to clarify key currents and identify pressing questions– and the manner(s) in which they
may be investigated– rather than providing cut-and-dried answers. The discussion is focused on the
questions Q1-3 from §1. I will review main conclusions on each of these in turn.

Q1: Reduction to morphology/the lexicon. In section §2 I reviewed the idea that syntactic variation
can be reduced to morphology or the lexicon. While the proposals in question have relatively little to do
with many parts of morphological theory, the idea that syntactic variation results from the properties of
syntactic terminals is an important one, and connects with morphology in the sense that these terminals
are morphemes. Whether or not this means of encoding differences has any visible consequences for
morphology is, however, a different matter; it does not appear to have much to do with the theory of
form. As far as I can tell, this kind of approach to variation is commonly assumed in the literature,
although it might not always be flagged as such. For example, any claim to the effect that e.g. a Probe
on Tense does XYZ in Language 1– but ABC in Language 2– amounts to encoding (morpho)syntactic
variation in the properties of a syntactic terminal. While it is familiar in certain domains, ow successful
this type of approach is for comparative syntax in general remains to be determined.

Q2: The universal and variable from syntax to PF. Part of what is at issue in §2 is the question
of whether morphology is by definition simply arbitrary, i.e. where variation is encoded. Against this
background, §3 looks at morphological theory as approached syntactically in Distributed Morphology,
where there is an emphasis on an articulated theory of PF. The larger point developed in §3 is that
contemporary theories are working towards a set of universal principles at play in morphology, some
of which are syntactic, and some of which are part of the PF interface. This is a simple point, but
it is sometimes overlooked. Part of morphology (and hence PF) is clearly subject to arbitrary cross-
linguistic variation– i.e., the form/meaning connections that are established by Vocabulary Items, and
the form/meaning connections with Roots. But this does not entail that everything about PF is arbitrary
and subject to variation. Put differently, that there is a clear sense in which a “universal morphology”
is a possible part of human language. An important question to ask then is whether PF universals are
different in kind from those that are hypothesized to be part of the narrow syntax.

Q3: Externalization and syntactic variation. In §4 I reviewed a hypothesis in Minimalist syntax
that attributes a much larger role to PF than the theory outlined in §3 does. The relevant proposals first
assign certain types of displacement (and other operations, e.g. adjunction) to the PF component; and
later move to the hypothesis that there is in fact no syntactic variation: instead, there is a single universal
syntax-to-LF, with all apparent differences among languages being derivative of PF– the interface moti-
vated by the need to externalize syntax. Several important questions of implementation arise concerning
what it might mean for there to be a single syntax in this way. The main question at the heart of §4 is
how it might be explored empirically. Programmatically, this would mean identifying two qualitatively
distinct displacement systems, one part of the CCS and one part of PF.

* * *
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It remains to be seen if further research will produce evidence in favor of the ‘restrained’ conception of
PF outlined in §3, or a PF that is also responsible for most or all of what could be called ‘traditional’
syntax, as in §4. On this point, perhaps the largest conclusion to come out of this review is that there
is a sense in which the question of how much syntactic variation is ‘morphological’ is still alive and
kicking– understood now as a set of questions about the nature of PF– making a fleshed out theory of
what happens at this interface an absolute necessity.
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